Resin-coated paper (RC paper) which is manufactured by melt-extrusion of a coating of polyethylene resin onto both sides of the paper base is mainly used as a support for imaging materials such as photographic paper. The surface smoothness of RC paper is an important property and it is necessary to quantitatively define the surface smoothness. We thus analyzed the surface roughness of RC paper and sharp dents (pits) or "pear skin" generated on the surfaces of RC paper. We found that the surface roughness calculated by a flattening estimation using a leveling theory for a liquid coating corresponded well with the experimental values. Also we found that the observed density of surface pits agreed well with those obtained by using an index based on the flattening estimation model where the pits are related to deep vacancies which still remain on the surface of the base paper even after coating the base paper. These results support the validity of the flattening estimation model and the pit generation model where the pits are considered to be projections of the volume of deep vacancies remaining on the surface of the base paper. The pit estimation model can be widely applied by using the index correcting the elastic behavior of a resin.
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The flattening model of an RC paper on coating a resin layer onto a base paper Fig. 2 The thin resin layer receiving a press pressure, WP (S : Press tension) Table 1 The thickness of PE resin layer and experimental and estimated SRa of RC paper Table 2 Results of the estimation of the surface roughness of RC paper Table 3 The analysis of the effect of the surface roughness of base paper on the surface roughness of RC paper and the generation of pits
The surface roughness SR a of RC paper was estimated by the equation (A) in the case that the value of n • SRo is less than 0.303 and the equation (B) in the case that the value of n • SRo is more than 0.304. SR a = 0.866 X 0.752 X n • SRo + 0.0243 Table 4 The analysis at t =15 µm of the effect of the coating speed of the resin layer on the generation of pits
The viscosity rjo of the resin and the ,6 value at the temperature 300t are 427 (Pas) and 0.482 (m2/s) respectively. The P value is the cube root of the number of pits. The B value, the B~ value, the n value and the nA value were calculated by the equation (39), (41), (27) and (40), respectively. Table 6 The analysis at A =15 µm of the effect of the temperature of the resin on the surface roughness of the RC paper and the generation of pits.
The CA value and the estimated P value were calculated by the equation (40) 
